Focusing
on What
Matters

SUPPORTING STUDENTS, EDUCATORS & FAMILIES

A-GAME SERVICES & SUPPORT
We want all authorizers to be on their A-GAME and focused on
what truly matters for students, families and educators. We know
one-size doesn’t fit all, so we developed four options for how you
can address the lack of state test data, differentiate your
oversight, develop Responsive Goals, and be on your A-GAME.
Every option includes:
› Assessing your current goals, measures, and benchmarks.
› Developing Responsive Goals through the A-GAME
process: Assess - Global access, Academics, Mission, and
Equity, with a special emphasis on learning loss and student
engagement.
› Creating methods for validating Responsive Goals that are
not based on standardized assessments.
JOIN TODAY!

WWW.CHARTERINSTITUTE.ORG/AGAME/CONTACT

“A-GAME allowed us to create authentic relationships
with our schools and school leaders that led to honest
conversations about accountability measures that
truly speak to their schools and their stories.”

Johanna Medina

Assistant Director of Accountability & Evaluation,
Arizona State Board for Charter Schools

“A-GAME pushed both of us, the authorizer and the
school, to look at accountability differently than
we’ve done in the previous ten years. This work
was revolutionary for moving forward alternative
accountability.”

Edward J. Emmett, Jr.

School Director
Positive Outcomes Charter School, Delaware

Authorizer
Cohort

Framework
Re-design

Differentiated
School Goals
PACKAGE

PACKAGE

Do you have a vision for a new
accountability system or more
meaningful goals and measures?
Do you wish you could collaborate
with others to ensure you get it
right? If so, this cohort is for you.
Matched with two other
authorizers who have similar
interests and timelines, you will
follow a structured process,
designed to refine your thinking
and turn your vision into action.

Are you seeking to re-design your
school performance framework to
measure what truly matters to your
community? The A-GAME
Framework re-design expands how
you evaluate schools. We go
beyond a one-size-fits-all model to
one that embraces diversity of
mission and learning models.

If you are ready to engage your
schools in a deeper conversation
about what truly matters and
create responsive goals that are
not only relevant and rigorous but
also fair and equitable, then this
option is for you.

If you are ready to take the
mystery out of renewal, then
Academic Scorecards are for
you. We’ll help you make
school performance
transparent and
understandable so all
stakeholders can see how
schools measure up, even
when they have differentiated
goals and missions.

PACKAGE

We will provide:
› A flexible project plan,
backwards mapped using your
timeline, deadlines, and
needs.
› Multiple facilitated sessions in
a safe, collaborative
environment optimal for
exchanging ideas and seeking
advice.
› Sample measures that go
beyond state assessments
and measure what matters to
students, educators and
families (e.g., social-emotional
development, workforce
readiness, student
engagement, and
differentiated academic
growth).
› Accountability partners who
encourage you to follow your
vision.
› Support with research and
data analysis.
Investment:
› $4,995 for up to three
members of your organization.

PACKAGE

The Process
› Flexible project plan that meets
your deadlines.
› Multiple 60-minute expert
consultancies.
› Implementation support,
including data templates, and
communication strategies.

The Process:
› Flexible project plan that
meets your deadlines.
› Multiple 60-minute facilitated
goal development
consultancies with you and
your school(s).
› Implementation support,
including data templates.

The Outcome
› Your agency’s unique
performance framework with
embedded flexibility for
schools.
› Responsive Goals that are
differentiated to capture every
student.
› Carefully crafted measures with
simple formulas for easy
calculation.

The Outcome:
› Valid and reliable contract
goals that align with each
school’s program, mission,
and purpose.
› Alignment of the school’s
systems, processes, and
assessments with your
accountability needs.
› Responsive goals that are
differentiated to capture
every student.

Investment:
› $9,995 per framework
(elementary, middle, high
school).

Investment:
› $9,995 for up to two schools
with similar missions and
grades.

Academic
Scorecards

Includes:
› Easy-to-read Scorecards
with both unique measures
and common goals.
› Synergy between your
annual reports and renewal
reports.
› Automated web-based and
printable school reports
accessible to boards and
families.
Investment:
› Cost is dependent on
complexity and ranges
from $2,750 - $5,075 to
build, with an annual fee of
$200 per school.

JOIN TODAY!

WWW.CHARTERINSTITUTE.ORG/AGAME/CONTACT
To learn more about the A-GAME, contact Naomi Rubin DeVeaux
at NDeVeaux@CharterInstitute.org or at 202-812-2839.

